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Profile:

For the record:

'J
Chris Jacox
recounts sum- .,., .
mer conference in Nairobi, Kenya.
See page 7.

~

Mu sic majors ranked
music, a good movie, natural
beauty, art, physical contact
with other people, and opera
as more thrilling than sex,
according to a Stan/ord U.
study publb,hed in Psychology Today magazine.

Grimm

offers
•
view -on
proposal
By Chad Hutson

News Editor

A new bill proposing that state
funds be withdrawn' from two and
four-year colleges and ·transferred into other academic areas
has legislators interested , but not
enough to get it passed, according to the bill 's sponsor.
Dan Grimm , D-Puyallup, the
main proponent for the new bill
which states that by 1987 funding
for athletics will come from a
speci al student allocation , stated
tha t the bill has had an initial
favora ble response.
"Many of the legislators are in
favor of the bill and are a lso in
favo- of having more control of
furn.I~ for universities, but none of
them want to commit themselves
to anything ," ~aid Grimm, Monday afternoon.
Grimm commented that many
of the legislators are worried
about making high-ranking university officials mad over supports of the bill.
" They say, 'Dan you 're right
about this issue, but will I be a
hero or make someone mad,' and
I tell them they may make
someone mad over their decision
on this , they back off," Grimm
said.
After the bill's introduction two
weeks ago, many student and
university representatives talked
with Grimm about the issue of
athletic funding. Many tried to
express to Grimm the importance of sports on a campus, while
others liked his proposal, but had
problems with the dollar amount
to be charged to students.
According to the bill, students
· can be charged up to $150 per
· school year for athletics, on top of
other fees like tuition and activity
fees.
Eastern students could end up
paying an extra $25 per quarter if
Grimm's. bill passes in order for
Eastern athletics to maintain
their current $500,000 budget.
"The $500,000 is not leaving
Eastern, it just has to be spent on
other thi.ngs and what that money
is spent on is up to the board or
president," said Grimm.
According to the bill the university can ask the legislature
that the money be used for
athletics, but Grimm said that it
is very unlikely that the state
.. would let a university spend it on
athletics.
(CoatiaM oa pap 12,
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Photo by Chad Hutson

Getting.ready for the play Hot'L Baltimore are, from left to right, D.J. Lund, wr.o plays Suzy's John, Paul Zicker, who plays
Paul Granger III, and Bradley A. Drinkwine, who plays Bill Lewis. Hot'L Baltimore continues through Saturday.

Evaluation sought·to end faculty/president feud
by Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor

some people and made some
erroneous decisions,' ' Gerber
In a move to end feuding
added.
between faculty and administraThe goal of the evaluation,
tors , Eastern Washington Uniaccording to Gerber, is to pinversity 's Academic Senate last
point such problems and work on
Monday passed a resolution c9u::----...__eJiminating them.
ing for annual campus-wide eval\pr. Dave Daugherty praised
uations of the university presi-. Ger ber's resolution because it
dent.
will direct faculty attention to. "The goal (of the evaluation) is
ward " being a university rather
to reduce turmoil raiher than
than fighting with George Fredspark agitation," said Dr . Stererickson all the time."
ling Gerber, psychology professor and author of the resolution
which g~ined unanimous support
from the academic senate.
The resolution calls for a committee consisting of an equal
number of faculty, students and by Chris LeBlanc
classified staff to be formed and
New·tentative fees for summer
chaired by one of the university's
session were introduced at the
trustees.
Eastern Washington University
'' If such a committee comes to
Academic Senate meeting Monexist and does its work well, they
day by Vice President and Prowill be able to identify, in a
vost for Academic Affairs Duane
constructive sense, some behavThompson.
ior in the presidency that might
be directed toward improve"(This) fee schedule is the one
ment, said Gerber.
that will be published in the
" Anyone who has existed as summer bulletin unless the legispresident as long as Dr. Freder- lature takes some action," said
ickson cannot help to have done Thompson.
. something well, but also cannot
Chances of the legislature re··have helped to have offended instating summer session fund-

However, not all faculty shared
Daugherty's enthusiasm.
" I am suspect that nothing will
come of it," said Dr. David
Neubauer in a later interview .
Neubauer participated in the last
campus-wide evaluation of the
president in 1979.
"The board of trustees hires
and fires the president and I am
concerned this will just be another wash of some expressions
with no results ... a relatively

fruitless waste of time, energy
and money, " said Neubauer.
Gerber, however, is more optimistic of the committee achieving its goal.
" I would rather not anticipate a
pessimistic outcome. Whether to
listen is their (the BOT's ) option ;
whether we give them some input_
is ours," said Gerber. " I see it not
as a demand but as an assertion
of faculty interests ."
(Continued on page 12)

·Final change in Summer fees?
ing are faint, according to a
legislative spokesman in Olympia .
The new rates come as a bit of a
relief for graduate students but
not for undergraduates . The new
fees have undergraduates paying $49 per credit up to 10, and $30
per credit for 11 and above as
opposed to the old proposition of
$50 for one to five credits, $47 for
six to nine credits and $40 for 10
and above.
Graduate fees have been
changed to $67 per credit up to 10
and $30 above 10, deviating from

the previously proposed $67 for
one to five credits, $64 for six to
nine credits and $57 for 10 credits
and above.
Thus, for 10 credits, undergraduate fees are increased almost ~!5
percent, from $400 to $490; and
graduate fees are increased 17 .5
percent, from $570 to $670.
For 15 credits, however, undergraduate fees are increased 6.6
per~ent, from $600 to $640 while
gra.puate fees have been reduced
by four percent, from $855 to $822.
The new fee schedule has been
(Continued on page 12)
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Greek Row for·Eastern having
funding problems, no interest
by Liz Stevens
Easterner Staff

A proposed Greek Row for
EWU may be a long time coming
because of lack of funding, a
perceived lack of cooperation
between fraternities and the university and a general absence of.
interest in fraternal organizations within the· university community.
"Financing initially would be
the big task," said Frank Borelli
of Student Services. "The cost of
getting it (fraternity housing) up
and running would be substantial."
According to Borelli, the money to build a Greek Row should
come from building funds within
the fraternity chapters, support
from national organizations and
alumni, and funds garnered from
membership fees.
The fraternities feel, however,
that EWU should aid in financing
a Greek Jtow because they benefit the university. According to
John Salano, vice president of
Delta Chi, his fraternity brings
back alumni who spend money in
Spokane and Cheney, and help
recruit freshman to EWU so they
can join Delta Chi thus increasing
enrollment.
"We're doing all these positive
things for the university, but we
get no cooperation," Salano said.

Police Report

Taking cycle as joke
not. funny .say police
Two Spokane men were arrest- and are awaiting trial dates.
ed and charged with secondIn other campus news last
degree theft, on suspicion of week:
stealing a motorcycle parked in
In three separate incidents,
front of Streeter Hall, Friday, approximate!~ $103 was stolen
Jan. 24.
from video games in the PUB
The motorcycle, a 1982 Honda game room. Two machines were
CM 200 T, belongs to Lee Hong, S. broken into Jan. 23, and about $51
323 Streeter. Richard A. Serwas taken. The following day a
geant, 22, and Timothy A. Miller, juvenile was apprehended for
23, reportedly had the motorcycle
trying~to break into one of the
in the back of their pickup when machiries, but University Police
theywerepulledoverat l:52·a.m. Sergeant Vertie Brown doesn't
by Cheney police for a traffic think he had anything to do with
violation. One of the men told the the other break-ins. on Jan. 27,
arresting officer that they had four machines were broken into
~aken the bike from a !riend as a , and about $52 was taken.
Joke, but when the offic-er-checlc- - · Brown said these cases are
ed the regis_tration, the owner's hard to investigate because the
name was different than the one machines are rarely checked and
they had given him.
he doesn't have the manpower to
B_oth men were c~arged_ with patrol the game room. Three
takmg a motor vehicle without games were broken into in
permission. They were released November and more than $25 was
from jail after posting $2,000 bond taken.

by Chad Hutson
_News Editor

Four-year colleges that
specialize in research may get
more state money than nonresearch colleges and universities according to a proposal from
the Washington Business Roundtable.
The Roundtable, made up of
executives from Washington'f;,
top corporations, will make proposals to the legislature in the
next few weeks concerning higher education funding.
The University of Washington
and Washington State University
would benefit most from the
proposal that says budget increases in state funds should

TACO TIME

Served from 11:00 a:m.-1:30 p.m.

Thurs., Jan. JO Scotch Broth Soup, Hot Dogs/Coney Sauce, Shepherd's
Pie, Deli Bar, White/Banana Bread, €ocoa Krispy Bars
Fri.. Jan. 3I

Manhattan Clam Chowder,, Turkey Fried Rice, Creamed
Tuna/Biscuits, Deli Bar, White/Cr. Wheat Brea~, Sugar
Cookies

Sat., Feb. I · · BRUNCH
Sun., FdJ. 2

Mon .. Feb. 3
Tua.. FdJ. 4

Wat., ·FdJ. S

' BRUNCH .
Cream Chicken Soup, ffambbrgcr/Frica, · Burritos, Deli
Bar, White/Pillnpkin Bread. Peanut Btr Cookies
Cream Potato Soup, Ham/Cheese Muffin,· American
Goulash, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Brqd, ~ ~
Minestrone Soup, Chili Burpr,/fries, Meat/.fotato Casserole, Deli ~, Wbite/Wheat Bread, Supr ~ . ~

mostly go to these schools.
"All schools in Washington are
underfunded and the Roundtable
should not be concentrating on
redirecting funds they should be
concentrating on how to get more
funds," said C. Nelson Grote,
executive officer of the community colleges of Spokane.
Grote said that a group like this
should concentrate on all schools
rather than a few research universities.
So far all the recommendations
by the R01,mdtable are preliminary, says Joe. Taller, committee
chairman.
Although most of. the proposals
have not been made public, some
recommendations include:-

•Increases in tuition and fees at
two- and four-year schools.
•Devoting a larger portion of
state funds to financial aid for
disadvantaged students.
•Improving university research centers.
• Increased coUege entrance
and graduation standards to
improve academic quality.
• Better recruitment of minor- ities for coUeges.
The recommendations of the
Roundtable to the state are
"taken with a grain• of salt,"
according to one Spokane city
official. The last recommendations from the board were never
approved according to the official
who asked to remain anonymous.

HOME·sponsors workshop

(Student I.D. Required}

l!.UNCHEON MENU

hers to graduate from college,
develop a closeness to the institution and donate money back to
the university. They provide a
structured organization the uni~ersity can call on to help in
public relations'and are a' readiiy
recognizable gr~mp.
Osmond recommends that if
EWU should decide to increase
its Greek system and put in
Greek housing, it should include
an interfraternity council like the
one at the University of Washington. An in'terfraternity council
promotes unity among fraternities and helps to enforce university regulations.. The fraternities claim they
need a Greek Row to strengthen
the Greek culture on campus and
that this would benefit the university.
The real benefits seem to be for
the fraternity brothers themselves.
According to Brad Smith, President of Phi Kappa Sigma, there
seems to be a Jack of unity among
Eastern students and fraternities
give a feeling of brotherhood and
belonging. Fraternities promote
competition, unity, and open horizons for students by offering an
environment in which students
may develop into well-rounded
individuals.

.Research may draw funds

SfUDENl NACHOS
$1.99 reg. $2.35 \

.7 ~e;,.,,,,,.,u

Salano admitted, however, that
while the university won't look
into alternative financing for the
fraternities, it has agreed to give
them the land between· the Red
Barn and the athletic fields and
pay for .,landscaping of a Greek
Row.
·
Last spring a design group
from Spokane looked at possible
locations and recommended the
Washington Street site. The university has an architectural ren-.
dering of what the finished site
will look like, but no action has
been taken.
Salano expressed his concern
over the lack of interest in
fraternity life among ·university
students and suggested it was due
to ignorance of what Greek life is
really like.
"As far as we can tell, they
<students),.think it's - just party,"
Salano said~'' If thf Greek system
was just party, it wouldn't have
been around so long.''
Salano stressed community
service, good grades and leadership in his description of fraternity life.
·
Gary Osmond, the adviser for
fraternities at the University of
Washington agrees. H~ said that
according to a study done by the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare there is a greater
tendency among fraternity mem-

...

'

A workshop sponsored by
H.O.M.E. to give financial aid
advice for low-income people
interested in attending college
will be offered Tuesday, Feb. 4 at
the Spokane YWCA.
· }f.O.M.~.; which stan~s for
"Helping -Ourselves Means- ·Education/' now taas a local support
group !n pla(;e -<m the Eastern

Washington University campus.
Coordinator of the group, which
now numbers over 50, is Naomi
Barro. For more information,
conta.c t her at the EWtJ Women's
Center at 359-2847.
H.O.M.E. offers advice on filling out iinapcial aid forms and is
.a refer.r(ll service to aid counselors: The p11ogram is partially

funded through a state grant and
has close ties with the Department of Social and Health Services.
Attendance at the evening
workshop is encouraged because
the national Financial Aid Form
required of all those appl3'ing for
a id is due by the end of February.
The woiikshop begins at 6: 30 p.m.
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Illegal immigtant
turr1s to life

of ·prostitution
by Jennifer Duff

Special to the Easterner
The name of the young woman
in this story has been changed to
protect her anonymity.

Sultry, knowing green eyes and
an inviting walk defied any male
"'not to notice and admire the slim ,
blonde child-woman as she sauntered into th~ Spokane restaurant.
The self-confident facade vanished as Gretta nervously glanced over her shoulder. More like a
10-year-old at the breakfast table
than an experienced young woman of 20, Gretta dumped sugar
and cream into her coffee.
" I feel like people can see right
through me. My life--everything
I've done--is an open book." She
brushes the long, straight hair
back from her face and explains,
"I can't hold a regular job. How
else can I make $500 a night?
Once you know . you can make
that kind of money, it's always an
option when things get tough."
Things began getting tough
when the wealth and influence of
Gretta's family in Sweden
couldn't protect her -rrom her
father's sexual abuse. She's been
on the run eve~ since--beginning
with a street gaQg in Sweden. She
was 14 when some members of
the gang were arrested for grand
theft auto. Before authorities
were made aware of her involvement, Gretta decided to flee the
country. "Grand theft auto is
right up there with murder in
Sweden,'' she said.
Unwilling to disclose the connections necessary to illegally
enter the United States, Gretta
explained that "too many people
could be hurt." As a minor
lacking the resources to ·pay for
the arrangements, Gretta was to
use the one asset available to her
to survive in a strange country.
"Befriended" by the man who
met her when she arrived in New
York City, Gretta entered the
world of high-priced call girls. By
the age of 16, Gretta says she was
earning $500 as an evening escort
and sexual partner--the entire
amount had to be handed over to
Jim, her pimp.
"I had beautiful clothes, a
place to stay, and ail the cocaine I
could snort--the tools of.the trade.
Hooking is just a job, but the
humiliation of being owned--of
never having any money or time.
of my own ...that was too much."
Gretta was 18 before she had
the courage to hold back $500 and
escape to Chicago. Jim followed
her and savagely beat her when
she told him the money was gone.
1

" He took the $500 out of my
flesh. The doctor said that I'll
probably never have kids , QCcause of the scar tissue. You
know, some people might not
understand this, but all I ever
wanted was someone to take care
of me--a husband and a family to
call my own."
Convinced that Jim wasn't going to lea~e her alone, Gretta
committed herself into a Chicago
"drug rehabilitation center which
had a policy of not releasing any
information about its clients. She
kicked her cocaine habit and she
says, " I haven't touched the stuff
since. "
Still afraid of Jim, Gretta
moved to California as soon as
she was released from the drug
rehabilitation center ..She shared
an apartment with another woman in the San Francisco Bay
area. She met Stephen and they
moved to Spokane together about
four months ago.
They moved in with Stephen's
family--first with his parents,
then with his brother and wife.
Life was going as smoothly as
could be expected, but when
money was short, so was Stephen's temper. He took his anxieties out on Gretta--the only visible
result was a black eye.
A few weeks later he beat her
again.
"It's my own fault. I knew how
angry he would be when I tried to
stop his brother from beating
Susan (his wife), but.I couldn't
just stand there and watch."
Gretta's past fOntinues to
haunt her--not only with constant
a.buse from the men in her life,
but also with immigration officials.
When money was scarce Stephen and Gretta applied for
welfare. Claiming to be a U.S.
citizen was the first mistake ;
using a fake birth certificate she
had sent for in a magazine ad was
the second. Gretta realized that it
was just a matter of time before
immigration officials would be
knocking at her door.
Gretta's on the run again. It's
been two weeks since anyone has
heard from her--she talked about
contacting an old friend for traveling money or maybe visiting
with her· family, who recently
moved to the United States.
Something she said in the restaurant may provide a clue:
"Prostitution isn't the worst
thing that could happen to a
person. I'm not proud of a lot that
I've done. I just wanted to be
valued as a human be.ing. It
doesn't seem so much to ask for."

Students in the PUB lounge anxiously await further news of the Shuttle disaster.

by Chad Hutson

Students Feact to Shuttle tragedy
by Molly Anselmo

Editor

Seventy-five seconds into takeoff the space
shuttle Challenger exploded into flames, killing all
seven crew members. After the explosion, a crowd
of nearly 50 students and faculty watched in the
PUB lounge as anchorman Dan .Rather pieced
together reports of how the spaceship exploded and
the fate of its crew.
Most of the viewers were silent--watching and
disbelieving--not knowing how to react.
"There are so many emotions," said one observer. "I guess the main one is sorrow--to come this far
and to .have this happen.' '
Concern for the friends and relatives of the
astronauts seemed foremost on the minds of the
viewers.
"I just keep thinking about the families watching
this," said student Lynn Campbell. "I guess you
never know what can happen."
. "I'm definitely going to spend the rest of the day
praying for her (victim Christa McAuliffe's)
family," said Eastern student Ray Snoke. McAu-

liffe, a schoolteacher from Concord, New Hampshire, was the first non-astronaut to ride in a space
shuttle.
A secondary education major , Snoke said that
althought the death of the schoolteacher was a
tragic one , the idea to send non-astronauts into
space is a good one, ana the accident shouldn't be
allowed to set the program back.
" I wouldn't hesitate (if offered the chance to go in
space). I'd go in a second, " he said.
ASEWU President Pat Davidson called the
incident "shocking and awful" when asked for his
reaction to the explosion.
" The shuttle safety is the kind of thing we take for
granted. All we've seen is success and then we see a
tragedy like this. I think it will hurt the shuttle
program as a whole."
Echoing sentiments of President Reagan, Snoke
said he hopes the incident would not cause any
setbacks .
" I agree with the President. They had trouble
with the first airplanes, but look at them now ," he
said.

Davidson won't seek re-election
by Jess Walter
Associate News Editor

Associated Student President
Pat Davidson won't seek a second
term when his position goes up
for election along with those of
vice president and vice president
of finance.
"I want to concentrate a little
more on my school work," Davidson said in an interview Tuesday.
"I also want to work ·more with
the Washington Student Lobby.''
Filing begins today for the
three executive positions and for
Student Council positions four,
five-and six. Deadline for applications is Feb. 6. The primary will
be held Feb. 20 and the general
election one week later.
Vice President Bill Muir is also
expected not to run and Vice
President of Finance Darren
Henke is scheduled to graduate
this spring.
Davidson and Muir said they
are both worried about new peo-

FISHERS OF MEN
BIBL.E BOOKSfORE
.eHRISTIAN BOOKS, MUSIC,
GIFflS & SU'PP.lLIES - ALL
GOOD SOLID SOUL FOOD!
401 f/RST IN ·CHENEY.

Photo

235-8044

pie taking over the jobs that they
"have grown attached to."
" I want to start getting across
to people up here now that we
have to start providing better
services for students,' ' said Davidson. Among the services he
thinks need to be exp~nd~~- are
the child care and legal aid
programs for students.
A major obstacle to improved·
services, Davidson said, is the
structure of the Student Services
department, now headed by
Frank Borelli. Davidson says the
present structure puts Student
Services under Administrative
control, rather than giving the
students final say in how their
money is spent.

Davidson would also like to see
more debate on athletic spending. "I still can't believe that 42
percent of student fees goes
towards something that only 5
percent of our population benefits
from."
He lists the improved FOCUS,
and the implementation of word
processors in the AS offices as
achievements from his term that
he is proud of.
One person who says he is
interested in Davidson's job is
Council Position 4 incumbant
Mark Dunn.
"I will either run for president
or for my position again," Dunn
said Tuesday. He has held position four for two years.

•
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editorial
College Press Service

Evaluation wise

,,

Members of Eastern's Academic Senate made a wise move
Monday when they voted to conduct an annual campus-wide
evaluation of EWU President H. George Frederickson.
There is no doubt that President Frederickson has high hopes for
Eastern's future and will ambitiously pursue almost any avenue to
reach a goal. When a person has such big dreams, it becomes easier
to cut corners and take shortcuts to meet a desired goal--the old end
justifying the means strategy.
Sometimes that strategy can work to a person's advantage, and
the corners that get cut aren't very important ones. But other times,
areas that don't hold the same priority for the person calling the
shots tend to get overlooked. The classic case in point here is the old
Athletics vs. Academics debate.
As was made known in the past, there are many students and
faculty who do not agree with Frederickson's politics and question
his priorities regarding higher education. An annual evaluation of
the president would give these people the opportunity to
legitimately voice their concerns and ideas.
Constructive criticism is the best road to improvement. If the
evaluating committee does not use the annual reviews to take out
personal gripes on the president, it could serve a useful purpose by
keeping grievances in the open and leading to improved relations
between the faculty and administration.
President Frederickson should be working for the students . and
faculty . Just as most employees are annually evaluated hy · their
employers, the same should hold true for Eastern's president.
However, unless the evaluations are taken seriously by the board
of trustees, the project will be a waste of time and energy on the part
of those concerned with improving the service of the president.
Trustee chair .Jean Beschel has -made it clear that she is not
interested in supporting the evaluation.
The final say of whether the president stays or goes is up to the
board of trustees. Hopefully, the board will decide to work with a
committee and support annual presidential reviews. The process of
evaluating the president's service does not have to turn into a
"witch hunt" --a fear expressed by Beschel. With cooperation and
open-mindedness by all factions inv,olved--faculty, students and
trustees, an evaluation committee : could serve as a positive
organization that will help the president better fulfill his job of
serving the university.
;1

Pondering disaster
hits close to home
There had been many successes.
We had gotten used to the launches and took for granted that
nothing would go wrong this day.
A teacher was with the crew of the Challenger. A teacher that
represented the hopes of the civilians and students who dreamed of
space flight. Christa McAuliffe's dream ended abruptly and with
that ending the nation stopped.
The president postponed his State of the Union address, new~
programs ran throughout the day about the tragedy, and even Joan
Rivers, who was hosting Tuesday night on Johnny Carson, did not do
any gross or ridiculous jokes in the monologue, but rather shared
her sentiments and emotion over the death of the seven crew
members of the Space Shuttle Challenger.
Students across campus showed their emolions and realized that
the tragedy hit close to home. Explaining why this tragedy affected
a university thousands of miles away so profoundly is impossible.
Realizing how much control man does not have over events could be
a good start.
The fascination with the super-science is in all of us, but Tuesday
a little of that died with the seven crew members. ,
_,. -·
Scorching blast of golden fir-e
As it slowly leaves the ground .
Tears away with a mighty force
The air shattered with the
awesome sound
· Like a pillar. of cloud, the smoke
lingers
High in the air
In fascination-•with the eyes of the
world
We stare ...
Neal Peart, RUSH, 1982

Only this time we stare in disbelief and horror.
I

\b11}cl~

UNITED NATIONS
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;.·To the editor:
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Aerosmith fans revolt
case it matters, we happen to think the sound
was pretty good considering the conditions. Mr.
Albrecht would do better to write an article
promoting a new coliseum·. Especially since he
couldn't write • a · decent review if his life
depended on it.
3. Musical bias. We are obviously dealing with
someone who didn't like the music before he got
there. We suggest that next time The EasternP.r
send someone with an open mind.
.,
P.S. "Dream On," Eric.
Warren Patterson .
Marla Spangelo
Valerie Gasaway

We, representing the conservative majority,
would like to express our opinion on Eric
All;,recht's article reviewing the recent A~rosmith co~cert. We suggest that he focus on the
performers in future reviews rather than the
following:
1.. His date. Next time Eric wants to talk about
his love life, we'll send him a quarter and he can
call somebody who gives a damn. It's not
Aerosmith's fault that "early bimbo" was
dressed for "an evening of standing on a street
corner on East Sprague.''
2. The coliseum. Aerosmith also received the
blame for the poor sound quality. No thought was
even given to the acoustics of the building. In

Reviewer's validity attacked.
did see the band backstage it was through a 4" x
4" window in the door leading backstage. Which
.was at least twenty feet from the barrier. All 01·
his sightings of the band were done like the rest
of the crowd.
Yellow journalism has its place, that place is
next. to the checkout counter in the supermarket
not in the Easterner .

This letter is in reference to Eric Albrecht's
Aerosmith review. His article interested me
because I worked for Aerosmith as a backstage
runner. I feel I should tell what really went on.
Eric might have got free tickets by flashing his
press pass but no backstage pass. Guest passes
are good for only 15 minutes before the sh~w
starts. He stated he got in lO minutes before
Aerosmith took the stage. After the show I saw
Eric and his friend behind the barrier to the
backstage door. He never made it past that ·
barrier.
A lot of the article was based on the deception
that he was backstage (which he wasn't> . If he

Clark Combs,
Concert Worker and Student

b

Editor's note:
Although he may not have been seen by thf backstage worker. the reviewer of the concert did in fact
get backstage for a brief period of time.

.J

Editorial position to 0pen up
'.rhe Easterner is seeking applicants for the
Student Office on the third floor of the PUB.
position of editor to serve for the remainder of Deadline for applications is Feb. 28. Applications
the 1985-86 school year. The new editor will be should 1be sent ttwough campus mail or delivered
selected by the student publications commission to: Eastemer Applications, clo Grace Callahan,
during the first week of March.
.
PUB Third Floor.
Applicants must have newspaper-related experience, preferably participation in the journal'lbe position of photo editorI for the remainder
ism courses offered at the Spokan~ Center or . of the school year is allo currently vacant.
previous work on a university or weekly Applicants should have load ~ p h y skills,
includina developina and printing film, and basic
publication.
Duties of. the editor include writiDI, bandlina camera •pment. 1be .,.,.ttton ii paid and can
The Ea■&ener budpt and managtna the news- also be taken for credit.
paper staff. The position is a paid one anil up to · For further Information teprdina the vacant
.,.,.atiolll, caatact TIie r.aia. w office at
flve·e nditl can beeamed.
Appllcationi can be obuli..t in tile A&iOCiatal &G'lOcrframSpakene, -.a70.

I
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op-ed
Commentary from Chris LeB/anc

fJ1 11!1/'IIJ!lf.,,,

Se¥en Americans die; -, ., ,.
tragedy exhibits human mortality
It has been a busy week in news

on both local and national fronts.
Topping the list, of course, is
the disaster which shook the
nation at approximately 11 :40
a.m., Eastern time, Jan. 28: the
fiery explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger.
It was the worst disaster ever
to hit the NASA space program,
and the only in-flight explosion.
Seven astronauts were apparently killed. Prior to Tuesday, there
were only three deaths, occurring
in 1967 during an explosion on the
la~mch pad of the APollo mission.
Although it was a horrible
disaster, it is certainly not unprecedented in terms of lost American lives. Throughout history we
·have seen airplane crashes, car·
wrecks and, more recently, terrorist attacks that have claimed
scores more American lives than
the Tuesday disaster.
Perhaps the death of Christa
McAuliffe, the 37-year-old schoolteacher aboard the Challenger,
helps to explain· why the event
has played so heavily on the
emotions of the country.
McAuliffe was selected from
11,146 teacher applicants to · be
the first educator to fly aboard
the space shuttle. One can imagine the great pride and hope she
took with her on the ill-fated
flight.
Among spectators at Cape Canaveral were McAuliffe's husband, Steve, and their two children, Scott, 9, and Caroline, 6;
her parents, Ed and Grace Corrigan; and her sister Betsy Corrigan. Students at Concord High
School, the school at which McAuliffe taught law and social
studies, watched the event on
television in the school's auditorium. Although none of us can

imagine the pain and grief these
people went through, and are
currently trying to recover from,
we all can surely sympathize.
But, to say the death of Christa
McAuliffe is a greater tragedy
than that of the death of the rest
of the crew is to be out of touch
with reality. When McAuliffe was
selected to participate in the
program she ceased to exist as a
teacher and became an astronaut. Like the rest of the crew,
she had agreed to risk her life to
further her world's knowledge
and understanding of the universe around it.
Family and friends of the rest
of the crew were also present at
Cape Canaveral when the disaster occurred.
Perhaps McAuliffe's understanding of the risk involved was
far better than that of her companions aboard the flight, as she
was the only one to take advantage of a . life insurance policy
that was offered to the entire
crew. She took out a $1 million
policy.
I would ask that all pay tribute
to the seven brave souls who lost
their lives, their great aspirations and their great hopes:
Sharon Christa McAuliffe, 37;
Francis R. Scobee, 46; Michael J.
Smith, 40; Judith Resnik, 36;
Ronald E. McNair, 35; Eilison S.
Onizuka, 39; and Gregory B.
Jarvis, 41.
Although the loss of seven lives
is indeed a great tragedy, I
suggest it is not the sole cause for
the great display of emotion
throughout the country _and even
the world.
For nine years, since the Apollo
explosion in 1967, NASA h~s run·
an almost flawless space program. We, as a world, have come
to expect success on every
launch. NASA has become the

epitome of perfection. To have all
that destroyed in one instant is a
blatant exhibition of the mortality Iof the
human race.
•

•••••••••••

In local news, Eastern's Academic Senate has passed a resolution formally recommending
the formation of a campus-wide
committee _to evaluate the president on a yearly basis.
The faculty's hopes of having a
trustee chair a campus-wide
committee to evaluate the president's performance look to be
thin.
Board of Trustees chair Jean
Beschel stated the board could
not participate in such a committee unless the committee's work
was conducted in public, according to the state Sunshine Laws
pertaining to open meetings.
Beschel further stated the
board would not conduct evaluations of any university personnel in public as the reputation of
the employee would be jeopardized and made public. She has
offered the facuity input, in an
informal setting, prior to the
board's annual evaluation of the
president in June.
As it is the job of the trustees to
evaluate the president, the faculty should consider the offer more
than fair. If the faculty wants
their concerns considered in the
evaluation, they should concentrate on just that, not an evaluation process that will include
students and classified staff.
If there is enough interest
among those factions of the university community, those factions should take it upon themselves to introduce to the board
such a request.
I agree with Beschel when she
says that such a campus-wide
committee has the potential to
become a "kangaroo court."

Walter's
Words
by Jess Walter

Associate News Editor

Television is a natural companion to beer drinking. "Bob," a game
in which participants pick a character from the old "Bob Newhart
Show" and take a drink every time that person's name is used, is a
collegiate classic. This format can be used for most prime-tim~ shows,
but there are some interesting drinking games you can play with other
television shows.
WHEEL OF FORTUNE-The easiest way to play is to pick one of the
three contestants and drink once for every $100 he/she spins on the
wheel. So if that player gets $400, you must drink four times. If he
guesses a correct letter, it doubles. If he buys a vowel, you have to
finish your beer. If he spins a "bankrupt," you have to finish everyone
else's beer too. You can also drink when Vana White smiles and when
contestants spend their money on stupid things like $1,400 ceramic
animals because that's all they can afford.
PEOPLE'S COURT-One team picks the plaintiffs, the other the
defendants. The losers must drink a six-pack. Also, each time one of
the participants incorrectly uses a word with four or more syllables
his team must drink a beer. Also drink a beer each time they show
narrator Doug Llewelyn, just because he's got such weird hair.
LOCAL NEWS-Every time the anchors try to make a cute
transition from one topic to another, totally unrelated topic, players
must guzzle a beer. For example, "Speaking of temperatures in the
30's aren't many baseball players in their thirties, Todd?"
NATIONAL NEWS-Players must down a beer each time they
hear a foreign correspondent speak with a British accent and sound
like he's talking through a tin can. Also drink every time they show a
correspondent wearing a Dan Rather trenchcoat.
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT-Players must drink every time one
of the hosts uses the letters ET, and every time they have one of their
stupid lists. At the end of the show, when they have birthdays, one
player picks men and the other picks women and they must guzzle one
for each member of their chosen sex whose birthday is shown.
CHANNEL 11-Sure, there's nothing on channel 11, but that doesn't
mean that you can't drink while you watch it. Just count the individual
"snow" particles and that's how many beers you have to drink.
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· College Press Service
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11~g's
~ lectronics
.Students with student ID
receive 10% off on service
tbru 2/15.

* COME IN AND SEE OUR SELECTION*.
• · OF PORTABLE STEREOS. PERFECT*
* FOR DORM ROOMS.
*:
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EWU Events · Groggery, Club PUB to hrnt
CBS-Chevy dance party
Thursday, January 30

Issues i-n Feminist Scholarships Series: Prospectives in Theory, 3
p.m., MON 114.
Concert : EWU Per~ussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., MBRH.
Play: "Hot'l Baltimore," 8 p.m., University Theatre.
_
Friday, January 31
EWUWrestling (N. ldahoJ.C.), 7:30p.m., PAV.

Women's Basketball (Idaho), 7:30 p.m., at Moscow.
EwtJ Choral Invitational Festiva·l, 8 p.m., PUB.
Play: ' 'Hot'L Baltimore," 8 p.m., University Theatre.
Movie: ·" E.T.," 8 p.m., SHW Aud., students-$1, general-$2.
Club PUB tAll Age Night Club) , 9 p.m. to 1 a .m., PUB 2nd Floor
Lounge.
EWU Night at theGroggerr, 9p.m. to2a.m., N. 6363 Lidgerwood.
- Saturday, February I

.

Movie: Matinee showing of "E.T.," 1 p.m., PUB MPR, 12 and
under-50 cents, 13 and up~$1 :
EWU Wrestling (Washington Collegiate Championships), ALL DAY,
Ellensburg.
·
·
Men's Bas~etball (Whitworth), 7:30p.m.,"PAV.
Women's Basketball CBoise St.), 7: 30 p.in., at l3oise.
Movi¢: "E.T.,M 8 p.n, ., saw Aud., students-$1, general-$2.,
Play: " Hot'I Baltimore," 8 p.m ., University Theatre.
·
Chevwlet-CBS Dance Party, 9 p.m. tQ 1 a.m·, PUB 2nd Floor Lounge.
.

,Sunday, F~bruary 2

Movie: " E.T.," 8p.m.,'$HWAud., students-$1, students-$2.
Play: "Hot'l Baltimore,''. 8 p.m., University Theatre.
·
ASEWU,3t96p.m., PUBCC.

hours of video music featuring
CBS recording artists and drawings for free albums , t-shirts,
food and posters.

.•

.

,

·
Wednesday, Febtuary 5
CP~ Course, 1to 5 p.m ..,~~~N 114.
·ll;h_u1;5day, February, 6
Women's tennis U~aho>~
, S;p.Jn., Fjeldhqµ~e_•._ _

.Women's Bas)tetball, <M~ntanaJ, 1:3Qp.m.'. , PA,V
Concert: EWij(Qrehest~a,::_8~p.m_.-,,- MBRfft . ::r.

RuREDS

presents the Hair Co.'s
hair design and fashion show

February 14, 1986

Doors will open at :8:30 p.m.
l

An evening of Avant-garde
Entertainment

F'riday .night the party will be
at the Groggery, N. 6363 Lidgerwood. There will be no cover
charge for Eastern Students and
you must be 21 to get in. The
activities will take place between
9 p.m. and 2 a.m .
On Saturday night, Club PUB
will host the dance party. Club
PUB is located in the 2nd Floor
Lounge area of the PUB and

there is no age restriction. Club
PUB will be open from 9 p.m. to l
a.m.
The giveaways include 100 albums, 100 t-shirts, free food and
50 posters. CBS recording artists
include Bruce Springsteen, Paul
Young, the Hooters, Huey Lewis
and the News, Wham! and Til
Tuesday.

Neck-less plays final show
by Chelay Hines
Special to the Easterner

Tuesday, February 4

'

The CBS Records-Chevrolet
Video Dance Party will take
place in conjunc~ion with EWU
Night at the Groggery on Friday .
The CBS-Chevrolet Video Dance
Party is a combination of four

Which would you rather dance
to?
A. Clean screaming lead guitar , rich atmospheric vocals, and
impelling rhythms.
B. Jane Fonda's Workout.
C. Generic records played on a ·
bad PA system.
If you chose B or C, you didn't
miss anything last Friday night
at The W.omen's Club of Spokane,
where Neck-less played for the
last time.
"The audiences were getting
apathetic," Reid -Simpson·~-said
about the band's breakup. "We
noticed at practices that we were
_getting apathetic too."
So one of Spokane's few homegrown original progressive bands
is defunct. Most of Neck-less'
music was original work written

floating guitar.
Neck-less tried to make a contribution to Spokane--to add
something, rather than just
maintain what already existed.
Now all that good sound is lost, on
its way into space.
Opening for Neck-less was Apple Death, featuring vocalist
Darryn Hanson <formerly of No
Alternative), Keith McLeish. on
lead guitar, bass.guitarist Danny
Ruiz, and Brian Pa~nell on
· drums.
Considering thatrthis was Ruiz
and Parnell's first time in.front of
a real audience, the _band showed
promise. What they lacked in
polish they made up for in ambition, covering the like of Led
Zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix.
The show was presented by
Moe's DaDa Shop and Espresso,
who frequently present alternative music at various locations.

by Simpson, and vocalist Jim
Graeff, with cooperation from
guitarist Don Sampson and
drummer Gregg Jensen .
They also covered "tasteful
stuff" from the past and "threw
in a few thrashers," according to
Jensen.
Their version of punk forerunner Iggy Pop's "I Want To Be
Your Dog" was a well-done explosion of pure sound. This was
ultimate dance m~c.
r
"Fever,"• the ol~ Peggy ,Lee
song, ·~moldering with depravity
at the rendition given to it by
--Graeff. But Simpson's tightly
controlled feedback overpowered
the small room--no fault of the
band.
Topping the show was the
band's own number, "Change or
It's Over," with its urgent aggressive vocal effects and eerie

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

RuREDS
of
Spokane

The Hair Co.
112 College
Cheney, WA
235-5169
FREE

Consultations

YOU'VE GOT IHE GOALS,
WE,,E GOl lHE OPPORTUNDIES•

You've studied hard to ea rn your
degree. And you know where you
want it to take you . Whatever your
field , we've got a program that can
help you make the most of it. As a
Naval officer.
In business management,
engineering, law, personnel administration, systems analysis, as wel I as
other professional fields, as a Naval
officer, you start off with a management position . And you gain experience and responsibility it might take
years to get in a corporation.
Good starting salaries and excep-

•

tional benefits include free medi ca l
a nd dental care, thirty days' pa id
vacation each year and a hm;t of other
a llowances.
Minimum qualifications req uire a
BA or BS degree, U.S. citizenship
and security clea rance. You must not
have reached your 29th birthday by
commissioning, and you must pass
an aptitude and phys ical test . For
further information, call

NAVY R EC RUITING DISTRICT, S E ATTL E
7500 SAND POIN'T" WAY N E
NAVAL STATl,ON , BLDG 30
SEATTLE. WA 9811 5
_ .l206> 526-3043
TOLL FREE .
'1 - B00 - 562-4009 WITHIN WA
'1 • 600 - 426-3626 OUTSIDE WA

-

NAVI OFFICERS GD RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

I
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Jacox attends conferenee
by Mary Ann Morrow
Easterner Starr

.

Nearly 16,000 women from metropolitan areas and countries
that recently obtained freedom
congregated in Nairobi , Kenya
last summer for the International
Women 's Conference, and according to Chris Jacox, program
manager for Eastern's Women's
Center, the conference was " overwhelming in the positive
sense."
The Nairobi conference was the
third in a series over the last ten
years. In 1975, the United Nations
declared the following ten years
as the decade for women. The
first International Women's Conference was held that year in
Mexico City. The second conference was held in 1980 in Copenhagen, Denmark. The Nairobi
conference was held in two sections : the non-governmental
forum which Jacox attended
from July 11-19, and the governmental forum in which delegates
from the different countries attend. The governmental forum
was held July 15-26. Communicalions were held between the two
forums and the participants.
The conference dealt with various issues that concern women,
Jacox said.
· ''The particular purpose of the
conferenQe was to focus on what
has happened in°the last ten years
and to focus on and develop
strategies," she said.
Much of the conference stressed political issues.
"For women to gather and
affirm their concerns and to
affirm possibilities of dialogue
between them, I believe politically for them to affirm their dialogue is a major event," said
Jacox .
The theme of the conference,
according to Jacox, was •iThink
Globally and Act Locally."

•o

" Women 's views are important
and women are taking action
from both the local and global
level to ensure that justice occurs, " said Jacox. "I suppose the
major theme of the conference
was justice."
Jacox states that women are
the most under-represented on
the political level. ·
" In most countries , they do
eighty percer.t of the work. Twothirds of illiterates are women.
So we 're _looking at some pretty
basic issues," said Jacox .
Jacox says a number of people
believe women should not address certain political issues,
such as apartheid, the arms race
and nuclear development.
"Every issue is a woman's
issue, whether we're talking
about racism or hunger or nuclear development," said Jacox.
Jacox's testimony proves that
women from all countries are
making progress. She related one
incident when she went to an
African villiage, Kabiru, which is
reminiscent of a shanty town.
There was much poverty, tin
thrown over boards for homes, a
village ' consisting of mostly women and children. The women
had formed "Maendelo Ya Wanake" (Organization for Womens'
Programs), a rural conglomeration of about 60 women connected
. by the government.
" The women see this organiza. tion as helping the government
make their lives better. The
women decided to make their
lives better," said Jacox.
Jacox said the organization set
up a well for 2,000 people. They
also set up a ·school for parents to
pay for their children -to attend,
as well as a clinic.
"What impressed me was the
energy and commitment. The
ability to use resources and to
take charge of their lives," said

WE CATER TO COV\7~RDS ...
Kenneth M. Collins D.D.S., P.S.
1841 First Street

Cheney, WA 99004
FAMILY DENflSliRV.
Monday-Thursday, 7-4 or caii _.,_
24 Hrs: 235-8451 or 624-1447 .

J acox . " It made me think of how
many resources we have to work
with to make changes ."
Jacox was impressed with the
women she encountered . For
example, the women who walk
eight miles to carry water to their
family.
" I remember when I would go
hiking and carried one gallon of
water ," she said . " When you
meet other people from other
countries , I don 't think your life is
ever the same again, " she said.
Jacox spent one day in Cairo
with Alifa Rifaat, and Egyptian
writer. Rifaat was interested in
learning the types of problems
American women have .
" She said, 'We are prisoners
and we must learn to speak, ' "
said Jacox.
Jacox related how Rifaat's husband forbade her to write.
"It wasn't until he died that she
could write and be published,' '
'
,,
said Jacox.
· .·• r..•W' .t ;:::--·
When Rifaat went to a psychia~~-t~\~~~~)'
trist, he told her to accept the fact
that her husband beat her because he had a hard job.
International friendship was a key
.Another encounter that Jacox
experienced was talking with
isolate ourselves, and what we do
women from Haiti who worked in
in our lives has no bearing on
the Maidenform factory for $1 a
anyone else," she said. " We tend
day.
to think we are the norm and
"What came home to me is that
everyone else is alien."
my relatively high standard of
One of the questions that lie in
living depends on someone else
Jacox's mind is what kind of
being poor," said Jacox. "That's
world do we know when half of its
a little scary. It says to me, 'you
inhabitants are considered unare responsible."' · •.
~
equal?
Jacox's experiences at-the con- ~ "~en _our positions of priviference also made her more
lege, whether based on econoaware of problems existing outmies, gender or race are challenside the United States.
ged, that challenges something at
"As Americans, we tend to
the core of us. We're in the
· f ' :~)

,

photo courtesy of Chris Jacox

at the Women's Conference.
position to take the responsibility
for choosing something. Do we
want to retreat and build the
walls higher and oppress more to
protect that position of privilege,
or do we want to take responsibility for examining what we value
in life?" she asked.
"In the midst of so much work
to be done, there is hope because
once people can begin to speak to
each other and value what each
other has to say, I don't think you
can turn back," she said. "I think
our lives have been changed."
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Celebrate·and
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5 Days of Off Beat
Fun for Participants
and Spectators Alike. ·

'86

Feb. 5th thriu 9111

• Outhou1111011 • Parad11
• Polar liar Dip • l1y1ton1 Cops
~ Tu1-1-War'1 • ~ Wr11tlln1
• Fireworks • Nook1r • Dano11
· • Talent Show • Indoor Soo~•r
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• $1,000 in Prl111 I Draws.
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CATCH THE P.OWDER FORMUL~

·SKI-WHITEWATER

IMPRESSIONS 3 featuring the
Trombone Choir and the Percussion Ensemble will be held
Thursday, Jan. 30, at 8 p.m. in the
Music Building Recital Hall.
The Trombone Choir wi l be
performing many styles of music
from many different composers.
Among them are Marini 's "Canzona;" Peeters' "Suite for Trombone, " and Nelhybel's "Tower
Music."
·
Richard Obregon is the direc-

U.S.
Funds

11 ,

Valid only Feb. 5-9, 1986 Upon presentation of E. W.U. Student I._D. Car.d

Sym,hon~ -Oriche.stra

RESERVE YOUR ROOMSI

TOLL FIii IESEIYITIOIS
FIii UIITEI STIT.S
1-II0-113·1111

,110111

. •LODGING. un
•8ATIWTI COLOII T.V.

(60t) 352-5501

NELSON,

Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony will be just one highlight of
the Eastern Washington University Symphony Orchestra concert
on Thursday, February 6 at 8
p.m. in the. Music Building Recital Hall on Eastern•s· campus in

c&ir&r

• FULL KITCHEN UNIT

a.c.

services ltd.

-i--------.-------""---.
~-~_-:-_-_~..~..-.·-.__________---._.

DURING SNOFEST

QUEEN'S HOfiEli.

"KENNEY SHAW SHOW"
In tht Savoy Bar
Dancing Nightly ·1n KIPS

Phone (604) 352·5~51

Double
From

S'l4·
T~

CON.

NELSON'S NO. 1 NIGHTSPOT ,
''THE IQILER ROOM"

SAVO¥ INN

111 laker St.
Ntl1on, B.C.

North Shore lnn
•Nelson's Newest•
AS LOW AS

$1 D.

'P.P.P.N.

U.S. Funds
,

For Re1ervatlon1: Call ·Collect:

(604) 352-6606

·

Phone

(804) 35i•7285

Vikiug
WfilowBay
th8

and

W.oWw ...

422 Vernon St., Nel1on (804) 352•5331

Admission to the concert is $2
general, . free for students with
EWU identification. For further .
inforrpation contact ~slie, business manager, EWU music department, 359-2258 or toll-free
from Spokane, 458-6211, ext. 2258:·

Cheney. ~-...

BREAKFAST ONI!. Y $2.50

Single
$22 Cdn.

tor of Trombone Choir and the
private instructor of trombone at
EWU. Featured in George's
"Aria and Dance" is Rick Speegle.
Percussion Ensemble is directed by Martin Zyskowski, the
private instructor of percussion.
The repertoire incorporates "Overture in Wood" by Mathiesen,
"October Mountain" by Hovhaness, "G~insborough" by Gauger, and more.

9~11st St.

--------------------~
Zip's

I
1

motels SNOF.EST

• JACUZZI
"SATELLITE TV
• 43 E>ELUXE UNITS
lt;l 2 LAKESHORE
LOCATIONS
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Exchange on
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sports
Now second in conference

Women pound ISU, Weber ,St. ·
rebounds as the Lady Eagles
pounded Weber State, 81-64.
After taking a 39-35 halftime
lead, which they maintained until
midway through the second half,
the Eagles .blew the contest open
with nine unanswered points,
pushing the lead to 13.

Powered by Brenda Souther
and Christy Cochran, the Lady
Eagles took a pair of easy contests from two Gem State teams
last weekend.
On Saturday evening, Souther
scored 27 points and grabbed 12
rebounds, and Cochran added 26
as the Eagles beat Idaho State,

over Portland State,
Souther, Cochran and
led the Eagles to a
record and second in
ence. Souther has

the trio of
Johal have
4-1 MWAC
the conferscored 92

points (an average of 30.7 a
game) and grabbed 40 rebounds
03.4). Cochran has scored 62
points (20.7), while Johal has
handed out 33 assists (11.0).

The Eagles play back-to-back
games again this weekend, traveling to Moscow to play Idaho
Friday night, then moving on to
Boise State Saturday evening.

Kathy Taylor and ,Johal scored
12 each, with Johal adding nine

Souther wins conference
top ·star award again

(seepagell)

78-66. Guard Roj Johal handed
out 14 assists in the game.
Last Friday night, Souther
scored 34 points and grabbed 14

assists. Cochran scored 10 for
EWU.
Over the last three games,
going back to EWU's 80-53 win

- MWAC STANDINGS -

-

- -- - --

· CONF.
~

Montana
Eastern Washington
Idaho
.
Portland State
Montana State
Boise State
Weber State
Idaho State

0

0

4-1

OVERALL
17-2
9-7

-3-2
3-2
3-3
2-3
1-5
0-6

14-3
7-8
9-8

10-7
7-11
3-14

EWU 78, IDAHO STATE 66
IDAHO STATE (66)

Murphy 1, Broussard 12, Imhoff 19, Verona 3, Zaragoza·s, Truitt 13, ·
Henderson 10, Jones, Forth-Palmer.
FG 21-56 (37 .5%), FT 24-32 (75%)
EWU (78)

Gaubinger 6, Johal 4, Karnes 2, Cochran 26, Dickson 2, Danner 9,
Taylor 2, Souther 27, Stewart.
FG 28-52 (53.8%), FT 22-33 (66.7%) .
Rebounds: EWU 39 (Souther 12), ISU 35.
Assists: EWU 22 (Johal 14), ISU15.
EWU81, WEBERSTATE64
WEBER STATE (64)

Denham 19, Madsen 4, Roberts 16, Barlow 8, Bradley 3,
Kelsey 6, Weyneberg 4, Rockwood 4, Talbot, Belt, Peterson.
FG 27-60 (45%), FT 10-13 (76.9%).
EWU (81)

Gaubinger 2, Bannister 2, Johal 12, Cochran 10, Danner 9, Taylor 12,
Souther 34, Stewart, Karnes, Byerly, Dickson, Edwards, Kniseley.
FG 37-52 (51.4%), FT7-15 (46.7%).
Rebounds: EWU 43 (Souther 14), WSU 36.
Assists: EWU 28 (Johal 9), WSU 13.

Photo by Chad Hutson

Christy Cochran has her shot blocked in EWU's win over Idaho St.
/
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come . to college football.
·e old: 's~y(ng ''on any day,
.· , ' .I\On~s naked'yo
. · anyone can . beat anybody'' is
t tti~n •kJlail Gbtbachav's · finally coming true. A few years
.
'¥,," . w-whai.
, ,
-~
ago, Oklahoma ·winning• the na1
· :
i
t!o)lal title was commonplace.
··
.
.
nev ,., .: ught·,.J'd write an
But after; Miami of Filorida and
I· watchep~i in t•ri!lish"tl ,m1
,pie_ce- (you know,. huntBYU' wori it, the &>oner's win
d, :Sa_
turday,;ajt!~} WQ
<fit~ing,·-ga~~·ge Jik~ that),_ over Penn State isn't big news.
·1.wasb.in-'on· Sf~_
t eJ~~sk .
.after watching\~h~versi,y"of
'Now, .if that couid only happen
. gamef it'&;amazing:bow . .
. . imabasket64ll eo.ach;.86t,by
· in.eollege6asketball.
.
.. · . ",f-~plng<1 the ·. Cougars .1 , .~ght~q~ ~tlll!day a11' .
:
A . few ,Ye.~~ . ,ba~~~ coll~~
'(or'
· · ' • ttt,ns1,72..63 can
ibg his past performan
· tballhad an 1nc~6le "goodbi
'
. espe.- , · , tbmgsa~ut tl(e c ~
·'-bo S'\,I . "i~ ·J,PO~t was f\.111

Sports Edi
, ·
'
uper Bowl
, 48, . New ~ngl .
:Need wesa more? '.,:, ,
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u 'of

, . went ,w ~ir)g:~ ~:
, ·. ... ,aboutthe-. ·

. ', t½'.:m' . " ,-~ ·
T6ml"ibiut 'it. '.,

· ·,

· ., " ·

what a croWd

they are winners. These men run
the best college basketball programs in the nation.
You've heard it. "The best
basketball in the country is played on the east coast." "The ACC
is the ~st college basketball has
to offer." "T~ey don't play basketball anywhere else but the Big
East."
Unfortunately,it'salltrue.
College bfiske~ball is played in
the-east. in the west, it's 'just a
go-lhrough'-the:-mQtions affair un. ' · (Okla.t}o~u1,),
til two eastern schools can meet
r'·'·
'f optpenationaltitle.
e .. · · 'ffie major problem is recruit· ·:,. :- · ing:,·:Westetrt ~ l s cannot hang
1,1/ •.. ,-~c,n to the,best•west COl;lst players. ,
-~lllt
· ,;;~'. · · · ..,
· -bO\Olboy:players in
., f~ ·ha:ve .gone

problem. For example, Andy
Russo. After taking Louisiana
Tech to the NCAA playoffs last
year, he has guided the Washington Huskies to the top of the
PAC-to this year. Big., wins over
UCLA, USC, Oregon State and
Washington State show that Russo hai what it takes to make at
least one western university a "
winner. Of course, turning that
into titles is still a different story.
Things could change. Problem
·is, west of the Mississippi River,
the best basketball programs are
few. Even the mighty UCLA _
'Bruins are in-the toilet now.
'{l\e "best ba$ketball programs
in the
are now limited to
three;:Oregon State, Nevada-Las
Vegas and Washington. 'J!bese
~ ~
*
lead the, way if
wes,-· .. · · .
·i s
.-..ck

west
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Men di;op.bomb Burke takes third at PSU
on Montana State
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor
It wasn 't really a basketball game . It was more like a target
practice.
The Eastern Eagles bombed away .. .and bom bed away ... and
bombed away . Then the Montana State Bobcats did the same thing .
But in the end , the Eagles dropped the last bomb.
The Bobcats? They just bombed out.

Two Eagle seniors , forward Rob Otis and guard Roosevelt Brown,
each scored 19 points, and center Johr, Randa added 17 points and 11
rebounds as the Eagles blew open a close game midway through the
second half to beat MSU , 88-82.
Kral Ferch of Montana State led all scorers with 30 points. EWU
raised its record to 14·7 as Montana State fell to 7-11 .

118-pounder Shawn Burke was
the only EWU wrestler tn reach
the final round as the ·, Eagles
competed in the Portland State
Invitational last Saturday.

Burke defeated Boise State's
Sean Moore, 12-4. to capture
third.
In action from last week, the
Eagles took two meets from

EWU 45, BIG BEND CC 5
118 Rick McLaughlin <E) win by forfeit
·
126Shawn Burke <E) d. Kerry Huber, tech . fall
134 Bjorn Andersoh (E) p. Gary Vela 3:21
142 Alex Raptis <E) d. Mike McNall 16-5
150Tom Perrine <E) d. Mike Romero 18-6
158 Kenny Richardson (E) d . Pat Peterson 13-7
167 Chris Hall CE) d. Chad Smith 10-6
177 Tracy Niles '<E) d. Chris Stevens, tech. fall
190Chris Boni <E ) win by forfeit
·
HWY Chris Piatt (B ) d. Alton Porter 14-2

community college opponents,
de(eating Clackamas CC on Friday, 41-7, and Big Bend College of
Moses Lake , 45-5.
Against Clackamas, Tom Perrine scored the only pin, at :150,
against Jim Paulson at the 5:48
mark of the match. Todd Koellen
(134) and Alex Raptis ( 142) both
won by technical fall. ·
At home last Monday against
BBCC, Bjorn Anderson ( 134) recorded Eastern's only pin over
Gary Vela . Shawn Burke 026)
and Tracy Niles 077) won by
technical fall.

The game stia yed close throughout much of the first half as both
teams depended on the long ball , the 10-to-15-foot jumper, for much of
the period . The biggest lead either team could get in the early goings
was three points .
!
·
Montana State threatened to brea k the contest open midway through
the first half. Leading 23-22, they increased their lead to 28-22 with 6: 25
remaining in the half on a three-poiQt play by 7-footer Greg Walters , a
Shann Ferch jumper and free throws by ·Kral Ferch and Tom Dmoako.
Montana State threatened to break the contest open midway through
the first half. Leading 23-22, they increased their lead to 28-22 with 6:25
remaining in the half on a three-point play by 7-footer Greg Walters, a
Shann Ferch jumper and.free throws by Kral Ferch and Tom Domako.
But baskets by Brown, who scored in double figures for the 34th
consecutive game, and a three point play by Dexter Griffen cut the
MSU lead to one, 30-29, with 5:00left.
Two baskets by Otis, wrapped around a Ray Willis jumper, and
back-to-back hoops by Randa put the Eagles back on top by four , 38-34,
with 1: 51 left. But a tip-in by Kral Ferch and a goaltending call against
Brown tied the sc.o re at 38 after one half.
The two teams traded baskets again throughout the early part of the
second half. Through the stretch, it wa~ ·:avid Thompson who kept the
Eagles alive, scoring six of his eight points.
The Bobcats built a three point 1ead, · 55-52, on a Kral Ferch
three-point play with 11: 05 left in the contest.
It was then that .the MSU bomb came tip a dud, and the Eagles
exploded.
,
Over the next 6: 31 of the contest, EWU outiscored the Bobcats 16-5 to
build a commanding 68-57 lead with 5:09 re{llaining. Brown, with six
points, and guard Leroy Dean, with four, led the Eagles.
However, the Bobcats weren't quite dead ye·t. •
The Ferch brothers brought Montana State back. Together, they
combined for 16 of MSU's last 23 points as the Bobcats cut the EWU
lead to the bone twice late in the contest, 79-76 with I: 22 left, and 84-80
with : 22 to go.
But the Bobcats had to depend on fouls late in the game, and the
Eagles turned the MSU misfortune to points. Randa hit a pair of
freebies and Brown got four more as Eastern coasted to the finish.
Eastern controlled the game on the boards, out-rebounding the less
physical Bobcats 39-26. Both teams were evenly matched on the floor,
however, as Eastern shot 51.6 percent and got 20 assists, led by Dean's
eight, compared to Montana State's 19 assists and 59.0 percent.''
"We played decent offense the whole game," said Eagle coach Joe
Folda. ''This had to be our best offensive game of the season.
"We knew they would shoot from 15-20 feet, but we had some gQOd
spurts on defense-to coun.ter that," said Folda . "Once we started
scoring, we were able to attack enough inside to get some scoring
outside."
"We knew they could shoot from the outside--they just beat us inside
and got to all the loose balls," Starner said. "It wasn't a good
effort--we didn't deserve to win this game."
"They're a big inside team, and they took it to our guys," said
iVl ~, U coach Stu Starner. '' It was a disappointment both physically and

mentally.
The Eagles continue their homestand, with the next three at home,
as the¥ take on Spokane's Whitworth Pirates Saturday night at Reese
Court.

photo by Derek Hanson

Eastern's Shawn Burke in action against Big Bend.

.Six Eagles win at EWU meet
The Ea-stern-m-en;s track team
placed 16 finishers in the top
three places in their events, while
the women placed· four at the
Eastern Washington Indoor Invitational track meet last Safi.trday.
The men collect,e d five first
place finishes, including Greg
Jones, who cleared 6-111/2 in the
high jump; Lex Strom, who
tossed the 35 pound weight 55-10;
Matt McPherson, winning · the
long jump at 22-6½; Steve
Jackson, winning the 500 meters
in 1: 04.5 and Mark Hoitink, winner in the 3000 meters at 8:31.1. ,
The only first-place finish for
the women was by Jill Heinreich,
who won the high jump with an
effort of 5-2.

CONSERrJA TIVE? ... . • • • • • • • • • • T.RY JIAAZZ
•
Wl1J..D? . ............. . • • • • • • • • • • 'TR¥ JAAZZ
IN-BETWEEN? ...... . • • • • • • • • • • TR~ J~AZZ

EASTERN WASHINGTON INVITATIONAL
WOMEN

High Jump: Jill Heinreich (E) 5-2 Ost)
55 Hurdles: Kelly Gregory <E) 9.18 <3rd)
55 Dash: Tina Lellefeld <E) 7.63 (3rd)
1600 Relay: EWU 4:21.8 (2nd)
MEN

35 lb. Threw: Lex Strom <E) 55-10 (1st)
· Long Jump: Matt McPherson (E) 2243fi2·· (1st), Bob Vergar (E) 21-9½
<3rd)
High Jump: Greg Jones (E) 6-11½ (1st)
Pole Vault: Pete Smith (E) 14-6 (2nd), Mark Sands <E) 13-0¼ (3rd)
Shot Put: Chris Benson <E) 55-7 (3rd)
Triple Jump: Mark Priebe CE) 45-2
lOOOmeters: Chris Violette (E) 2:'n.7 (2nd), Bob Pliler <E) 2:29.4
500 meters: Steve Jackson (E) 1:04.5 (1st), Darren Crow <E) 1.05.3
<2nd)
1500meters: Brian Oster <E> 3:59.0 (2nd)
3000meters: Mark Hoitink (E) 8:31.1 (1st), Alan Hjort <E> 8:41.6 <3rd)
1600 Relay: Eastern.Washington 3:24.9
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MONTANA ST. (82)
Willis 12, Hampton 7, S. Ferch 8, K. Ferch 30, Ligons 2, Domako 8,
Peiper 10, Walters 3, Jacob~ 2, Fellows.
FG 36-61 (59.0% ), FT 10-14 (71.4%)
EWU (88 ) , .
Brown l'l, Gaulding 1, Griffen 9, Dean 7, Banks 6, Otis 19, Thompson 8,
Pa tterl,:;,n 2, Randa 17.
FG 33-64 (51.6%), FT 22-30 (73.3%)
Rebounds: EWU 39 ( Randa 11), MSU 26.
Assists: EWU 20 (Dean 8), MSU 19.
MAJOR DIV. l INDEPENDENTS
Record
12-3
Notre Dame .. . ... .... .. . ... .... ... . .. ... . . .

14-6
11-5

.688

13-7
11-6
10-6

.650
.647
.625
.563

9-7

10-8

.556
.556

10-8

BIG SKY CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Overall

Northern Arizona . ... .. ... ... . . ... ..... .. ...
Montana. . ... . .. .. ... .. . ..... . .. .. ..... . . .. .
Idaho State . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. ..
Weber State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montana State .. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . ... . ... . .
Boise State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada-Reno .... . .. .. .. .... . .. .. . ..... . ....
Idaho. ... . ... . ... .. . ...... .. .... . ... . . ... ...

14-4
14-6
11-8
13-5
7-10
7-10
8-10
7-11

PAC-10 CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Overall

Washington ...... .... .. ....... . .... ... ... . . .
Arizona .. . ....... ... ... . ............. . ... . . .
California ..... . . . ....... . . ........ ... .. ... . .
Oregon State . ........ ... .. .. . .. ..... . .... . . .
UCLA .. . . . ....... .. ...... . ... . ... . .... .. .. .
Arizona State ......... . .. .·... ........ ... . . . .
USC . . ... . .... . .. . ...... . . .. . ... .. . .... .. .. .
Stanford . ....... .. .... . ... . . ... ... . .... .. .. .
Washington State ... ... . . ..... . .. .... . . . . .. .
Oregon .. . .. . . . . .... ... .. .... . .... . . . ...... .

.800

.706
.700

12-5

Marquette ..... .. . .. .. . . ... .......... . ... .. .
Chicago State .... ...... . ... .•· ... . . . . . . ... .. .
DePaul ...... . . . .. . .. ......... .. . . ... . .. ... .
· Eastern Washington University . . . ... . . . ... .
Miami (Florida) .... ............. . .... . .. . ..
Pan American ... . ... . ... . . ... .. .... . . . ..... .
New Orleans . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . ..... . . . . . .. . ·. . .. .
Dayton . ..... .. .. . ... ... . .. ..... . . •••• • ••· · ·
Southwest Louisiana . .. . .... . . . .. . ... . . ... . .

Pct.

12-7
14-5
13-4
8-7
8-7
9-8
9-8
' 9-10
9-11

6-12

Conf.
4-1
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
Conf.

6-1
5-1
5-2
4-3
3-4
3-4

3-4
3-4
2-5
1-7
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM CONFERENCE STATISTICS
16 games (rank in conference)

Eagle Scoreboard
MEN'S BASKETBALL
· EWU 88, MONTANA STATE 82

January 30, 1986

Idaho State athletic director
I.J. Caccia has announced his
retirement from the post after 38
years with the Pocatello univer;
sity effective July 1, 1986.
Caccia, 68, joined the athletic
department at ISU in 1952. In his
coaching career with the Bengals, he Qecame the school's
all-time winningest coach in both
football (80-38-2 from 1952-65) and
baseball (152-116from 1967-74) .

***

Eastern Washington has announced the signing of three
community college athletes to
football letter of intents for next
season, including one JC AllAmerican .
Bob Cardenas of Community
Colleges of Spokane was named
to the honorable mention AllAmerican team of JC Grid-Wire
as a return specialist. The sophomore from Grandview led the
Northwest Athletic Association of
Community Colleges in punt returns with 459 yards, returning
three of his 36 tries for touchdowns . He made the all-conference second team as an all-purpose runner and cornerback.
The Eagles also signed tight
end Brook Aldrich of Seattle and
Wenatchee Valley College offensive guard Scott Kenoyer of
Cashmere.

***

Eastern Washington's Brenda
Souther was a repeat selection
this week as the Mountain West
Athletic Conference athlete of the
w~ek. Souther currently leads the
conference in scoring (22.3 ppg),
rebounding (11.6) and blocked
shots (4.1).

Scoring Offense . .. . ... . . .. . .. .... .. .. ... . : .. . .. .. ... 68.0
Scoring Defense ... .. . .. .. .... . .. . .... .... ... . . . . . ... 62.9
Scoring Margin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 5.1
Field Goal % .. .. . . . .. . ........ .. .. . . ..... ... ... . .. .. 43.9
Free Throw % . ...... ...... ..... .. . . .... . . . . .. .. ... . 64.9
Rebounding Average . . . ... . . . .... .... . .. . . .. . . ..... . 40.8
Assists .... .... . . .. .... .. .... . .. . .. .... ... . .... . .. ... 17 .8

Scoring

Brenda Souther
Cristy Cochran
Rebounding

Brenda Souther
Cristy Cochran
FG%

Brenda Souther
Cristy Cochran
FT%

Roj Johal
Assists

Roj Johal
Steals

Cristy Cochran
Blocked Shots

Brenda Souther

(5th)
(4th)
(3rd)
(3rd)
(3rd)
(4th)
(2nd )

IND. CONFERENCE STATISTICS
( rank in conference)
TP
Ave.
Gm

9
16

201
248

Gm

No.

9
16

104
147

Gm

22.3
15.5
Ave.
11.6
9.2

Pct.
61.8
52.1
Pct.
75.0

9
16

Gm
16

( 1st)
(6th )
(1st )
(3rd )
(3rd )
(5th )
(4th )

Gm

No.

Ave.

16

118

7.4

Gm

No.

Ave.

16

39

2.4

Gm

No.

Ave.

9

37

4.1

(1st )
(5th)
Ost )

GYMNASTICS
at Boise State

TEAM SCORING : Boise State 176.1, Oregon 173.05, Eastern
Washington 160.4.
Balance Beam : Roxanne Moore (E ) 8.7 (3rd ).
WRESTLING
PORTLAND STATE INVITATIONAL

118 Shawn Burke (E) d. Sean Moon (Boise St) , 12-4, (3rd)
EWU 41, CLACKAMAS CC 7

118 Shawn Burke (E) ti . Doug Harper, injury dflt.
126 Troy Ward (E) win by forfeit
134 Tood Koellen ( E) d. Jeff Calhoun, tech. fall
142 Alex Raptis (E) d. Lee McPhail, tech. fall
150 Tom Perrine (E) p. Jim Paulson, 5:48
158 Chris Hall (E)-Frank McKinnis (C) 2-2 draw
167 Mark Bonthius (E) d. Lazlow Ybarra 12-10
177 Jesse Ybarra (C) d. Tracy Niles 5-1
190 Chris Boni (E) d. Jeff Seaney 9-6
HWY Alton Porter (E)-Kurt Tellegen (C) 9-9 draw

RACQUETBALL

Club South 7, EWU 4
Allen (C) d. Whitehill
15-3, 15-1
Grise (C) d. Corlett
15-7, 15-13
Miller (C) d. Carroll
15.. 10, 15-12
Dotson (E) d. Garner
15-14, 15-11
A. Smith (E) d. Rise
15-9,. 15-13
Hillar (C) d. Salano
15-8
'
, 15-8
Danielson ( E) d. Gallahar
12-15, 15-13, 11-7
Forsyth (C) d. Amsden
15-12, 15-8
M. Smith (E> d. Kiss
15-5, 15-3
Ervin (C) d. Haird
15-10, 15-10
Wilson (C) d. Schroeder
15-11, 15-8

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP.

Spring out of Winter
wifh OUf
SAILE

Bur:l'ch of Daisies

$3.79
yellow, lavender
or white

Jan. 30 to Feb. 4
0

-Chet's. Flowers
13191st

Cheney

•

235-4918
838-7888-,

Send your thoughts with our special care.

An education in your chosen major.
And an education in becoming an Army
officer. You get boty with an Army
ROTC scholarship.
Army ROTC at EWU is a program
that trains you to become an officer, a
leader and a ,nanager.
You take ROTC along with your
other studies, and graduate with both a
degree, and a second lieutenant's commis·
s1on.
Best of all, you can put both of your
educations to work right away. In today's
modern high-tech Army, we need engineers,
communications experts, computer special-

ists, and other professionals.
Our scholarships cover full tuition
and required fees. They also provide an
amount for books, supplies and equipment,
as well as an allowance of up to $1 ,000
each school year they're in .effect.
So if you think all scholarships just
provide you with a college degree, look
into an Army ROTC scholarship. You'll
be in for quite an education.
For more information, contact Cpt.
Bruce Hilling, in Cadet Hall at 359-6 l 04
or call toll-free from Spokane 458-6288.

ARM~ ROifC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

"
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Grimm/ram page 1 - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - The uni\' r it. , un der Gr imm '
propo. al , ha lo ubmit , to th
legi la tur . what is to be don
\ ith th money .
" Ma n. time , like in the pas t ,
the school wi ll a k for fund or
maker ·ommendatio ns of wher
th mon ey wi ll b spent with a
hidd en c.:lause that a llows them to
u e it fo r at hletics," Grimm
sta ted.
Hem nlion ct that this ne, bill
wi ll not put a stop to that
happening , but added tha t s ine
t he un i er ities would have to
r e port to the legi s latur e th

cha nce a r r due d that omethin g ould lip by .
J an B c hel, chairwoman for
th e boa rd of trustee for Ea tern
aid th y hop that Gri mm '
propo a l do not pass.
" I think th e s tate s hould contin u funding athle tics b ca use it
is jus t a part of hi g her ed uca tion
as a r t , music or thea te r is, "
Be c h I said .
Be c hel said s he think athletic pl ays a n overall part in
highe r education and helps ke ep
the university clo ely ti ed within ,
and with it alumni .

Evaluation/ram page 1 - - Questions were raised at the
senate meeting concerning the
board 's willingness or ability to
chair the proposed committee.
" They ( the BOT ) want input
from the faculty , it's not clear if
they want student and staff input ," Faculty Orga~ization President Bob Gibbs said at the
meeting . Furthermore, it is not
clear whether the board could
legally take part in such a com mittee unless it is done publicly.
" A campus-wide committee is
not the direction the board of
trustees would like to go," said
Boa rd of Trustees Chair Jean
Beshel. ' ' It has turned into, at
some universities , a witch hunt , a
real kangaroo court."
" It ( the committee evaluation )
would absolutely have to be an
open meeting " and the board
would not favor such conditions ,
as it is difficult to be frank and
honest about a person 's performance before the public , said
Beshel.
" Personnel ac tions a re done
confidentially to protect the per-

son 's reputation ," Beschel added.
Beschel also stated it is not the
job of students and staff to
evaluate the president.
" The trustees are mandated by
the legislature .. . there are laws on
the books ... the presidential evaluation ·should come from the
board of trustees ."
If the goal of the faculty is to
express concern in order to bring
about an improved condition ,
Beschel suggested the key leadership of the faculty meet with
key leadership of the trustees in
an informal setting prior to the
board 's yearly evaluation of the
president in June .
This is a logical time <June ), as
the purpose of an evaluation is to
grade the president in how well
he met the objectives of the
uni ve rsity during the year , said
Besc hel. '' I think we 'll see one (a ·
campus-wide evaluation ) this
spring ... at the very leas t we'll get
f acultYi input at the June evaluation ,' ~aid Gibbs .

" Athl eti ·s is on of th e bigges t
lies to our a lumni who are big
l'ina ncia l uppor lers of East rn
a nd we don 't wa nt to lose that, "
she aid .
The ·hairwoman sa id tha t the
boa rd feels the state s hould not
pa y fo r a ll of th e athletic budget,
but that they a lso s hould be
res pon ible for a portion of it.
If th bill pas e Bes hel sa id if
th er e is a big problem with the
funds coming from the stud nts,
the board will re-~valua te, a fter
four or fiv e yea rs , it 's pur uit of
the Big Sky Conference . Chang-

ing th
athl e ti c depa rtm e nt 's
oursc would most likely r ed uce
the do ll a r a m ount pent on a thl etic: a nd in turn r educ e th e
amount inc urr d by the s tudents .
" I don 't think th e students will
go fo r thi s," sai d Pat Davidson ,
assoc iated s tudents pres ident.
"G rimm 's bill could be very
beneficia l for the univ e r ity if for
xample th dollar amount limit
of $150 wer e r duced more ," sa id
David on .
The s tud e nt president said the
$25 extra for Eastern students
adds up quick and that the

stud ents "a r e fee up with pay ing
mor for athl etics when athletics .
on ly rea lly be nefit about fiv e
pcrc nt of t he school pop ul a tion .'
Davidson a lso said that
Grimm 's proposa l would forc e
th e uni ve rs ity to spend its money
more wisely.
" The un ive r sity could buy over
eight top qualified tea chers for
th ir chool with the money that
is currently being used for spo·r ts,
a nd till ha ve about $100 ,000 le ft
over to do w.hatever they wanted
to with, every year," said Grimm
in support of his bill.

Summer fees from page 1 - - - - - - introduced to reduce the proportion between graduate and undergraduate tuition for over 10 credits, said Thompson .
.
" The burden in terms of cost
were a little disproportionate
between graduate and undergraduate students . The one ( fee
schedule ) we have now has evened that out a bit ," said Thompson .
Last summer, a maximum of
200 students attended summer
session on either a Pell Grant or a
work study grant, according to
Sue Shackette, director , financial
aid. There will be no extra
assistance available due to the
tuition increase .
The maximum amount a fulltime student, enrolled for at least
12 credits , can receive from a
Pell Grant is $700 per quarter . In
order for a student to use a Pell
Grant in the summer he (she )
must give up one quarter of the
grant during the regular academic year.
Work -s tudy awards allow a
student to work a maximum of 19
hours per week . At $3 .65 per hour,
a student could gross $762.85 per

Hawaiian
Special!
Pineapple on pizza?!? Of course! Th is
juicy, tropical fruit adds an exciting
flavor to piua! Team it up with ham , extra cheese , and extra thick crust to
make a delicious combination . So take
advantage of the offer below and give
us a call for fast, free del i1Jery in 30
minutes or less!

Fast, Free Delivery
235-2000
1879-1 st St.
Cheney

quarter .
As well , according to Registrar
Melanie Bell, 30 students last
summer took advantage of tuition reductions offered to Southeast ·Asia veterans. The program
allows Southeast Asia veterans to
enroll full time for $153. Forty
two students took advantage of
reductions offered to full-time
faculty and staff . These programs will not be available this
summer.
' 'There is no question the increase in tuition will have an
impact on enrollment. We don't
know how much ," said Thompson. The safeguard against a
lower enrollment than projected
" is simple but profound . It will be
reflected in salary reduction for
faculty ," Thompson said.
HELP WANTED: Earn $30-$50/day,
working 1-2 days a week assisting students applying for credit
cards. 1-800-932-0528.

______ _

Our drivers carry less than $20.
L1m1ted del ivery area.
1980 Domino 's Pizza . Inc

.DAVE'S.AUTO
Foreign &
American
Auto
SPECIALIZING IN
Repair
58 '68 T-BIADS
New &
Used Parts
Glass
Bodyshop
Wreckinq
Vintage Auto Parts
24 Hour Wrecker Service
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PHONE
235-6123

CHENEY

Route 3, Box 45
Cheney, WA 99004
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Wednesday Quarter Night
8-9 - $1.25 Pitchers
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THURS0AY HAPPY HOUR
From 8-10 - $2.00 Pitchers

:
• ·

FRIDAY BAND· $1.00 cover
$2.00 Pitchers from 8-10

•
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SATURDAY BAND· No cover
for the ladies
$2.00 Pitchers from 8-1 0
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:
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SHOWIE'S
414 1st

$2.50 Pitchers $1.00 Pints
Bud- Bud Light- Rainier
* Happy Hour 4-6 p.m. Daily*
$2.00 Pitchers $1.00 Pints

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Taco Thursday
Hawaiian Special!
12" Hawaiian Style Pizza $7.95 (reg. $8.85)
16" Hawaiian Style _Pizza $11.65 (reg. $12.95)
Just Ask!
No coupon necessary.
Offer expires 3/5/86

$2.50 al I one can eat
5 to 9
Live Music 9-1

*******************~
Friday Spaghetti Feed
5 to 9 $2.50
ALL YOU CAN EAT

KEGS, TO GO

